
BTG presents: Donuts
Discover the sweet sensation of Donuts!

Donuts is not your ordinary slot game – it’s a four-reel marvel with an astonishing 2,401 ways to win, 
promising excitement and rewards at every spin. Delight in the tantalizing appearance of Donut 
Boxes as you spin the reels, each one hiding the promise of a delectable reward, be it donuts or a 
multiplier Wild! 

The Bonus Round begins with a countdown, set at 3, but each appearance of a luscious Gold Donut 
resets the countdown back to this tantalizing number. Plus, every Gold Donut you encounter amps 
up your Free Spins Multiplier, ranging from x1 to an incredible x50 per Gold Donut. Savor every 
moment of your Free Spins, where each bite of your Free Spins Multiplier promises bigger, juicier 
rewards! The accrued multiplier generously applies to all your wins during these exhilarating spins, 
turning every victory into a delectable feast of winnings. And here’s the clincher – our Unlimited 
Retrigger feature keeps the excitement going! 

Get ready to satisfy your gaming cravings like never before with Bonus Buy to head straight into the 
action. Donuts is your ticket to a world of sweet surprises, where every spin and every bite is a step 
closer to victory.

HIGHLIGHTS
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BIG TIME GAMING | DONUTS

• Donut Boxes increase the ways to win.
• Gold Donuts build the Free Spins Multiplier.
• Multiplier Free Spins with unlimited retrigger.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

Min Stake €/£/$ 0.05

Max Stake €/£/$ 8 (Max Exposure 250,000), 15 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 30 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

Features

Max Win

Win Ways

4 (Donut Boxes, Bonus Round, Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

30,700x

2,401

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

4 x 4

96.54%

Very High

GENERAL INFORMATION



Comment RTPOSS IDOSS Game Type

96% Option with Bonus Buy donuts 96.54%donutsv100000000
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In the world of Donuts, the path to riches is paved with delectable Gold Donut Scatters! Land 3 of these golden delights, and 

you’ll unlock the Bonus Round, granting you a mouth-watering 12 Free Spins. Should you land 4 Gold Donut Scatters, brace 

yourself for an even sweeter treat of 20 Free Spins. The Bonus Round kicks off with a countdown, starting at 3, and each time 

a luscious Gold Donut graces your screen, it resets the countdown back to 3.  With each Gold Donut that appears you’re also 

boosting your Free Spins Multiplier, cranking it up anywhere from x1 to an astonishing x50 per Gold Donut. When the Bonus 

countdown reaches 0, dive headfirst into the luscious world of Free Spins.

Bonus Round

As you spin the reels, tantalizing Donut Boxes make their appearance, each holding the promise of a delicious reward. As the 

boxes burst open they reveal an array of up to 4 Donut symbols or even a Wild symbol, complete with a multiplier ranging 

from x2 to x4.

Donut Boxes

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME FEATURES

BIG TIME GAMING | DONUTS

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Donuts and Bonus Buy. The game is responsive to any height and width 
setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Craving a sweet treat? Indulge in the brilliance of Bonus Buy, granting you direct access to the Free Spins! Press the Bonus 

Buy icon to purchase 12 Free Spins for 80 times stake and get straight into the delicious action.

Bonus Buy

You’re in for a treat like no other in the Free Spins. Here’s the secret sauce: the accrued multiplier, a treasure in itself, is 

generously applied to all your wins during these exhilarating spins. Watch your winnings grow exponentially as you savour  

the delightful taste of victory! But that’s not all – we’re raising the stakes with our Unlimited Retrigger feature. Keep your eyes 

on the reels, because 2, 3, or 4 Gold Donut Scatters hold the power to reignite the Bonus Round and bestow upon you an 

incredible 10, 20, or even 30 extra Free Spins, respectively.

Free Spins

Download the full promo pack: HERE   

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/donuts

